Quantum computers are a disruptive technology that promise to solve problems that are intractable on conventional computers. The solution of the Schrödinger equation to obtain the energy and electronic configuration of molecules is one such problem because of its exponential scaling with respect to particle number 1 . If this problem can be solved, second derivatives of the electronic energy with respect to nuclear position can determine molecular vibrational modes, which can be used to compute thermodynamic observables. Thermodynamic properties of molecules are vital to process engineering, chemistry, astronomy, biology, and other diverse fields. However, to be useful, predicted thermodynamic observables need sufficient accuracy. In chemistry, so called chemical accuracy is achieved if the calculated properties lie within ± 1 kcal/mol of experimental reference data. This level of accuracy is often sufficient for most purposes. However, construction of sufficiently accurate derivatives needed to reach chemical accuracy has proven difficult using electronic energy calculations on noisy quantum computers, because of their inherent noise. Here, we report substantial improvements that for the first time have enabled chemical accuracy with respect to predicting thermodynamic properties using a quantum computer. To achieve this, we have developed a noise-tolerant procedure to use energy results from the quantum computer to compute thermodynamic observables. In addition, we developed a new classical optimization procedure, that improves the efficiency and accuracy of the variational quantum eigensolver (VQE) algorithm on quantum devicescompared to the exact solution, error in predicted energy using actual hardware has been reduced by two orders of magnitude compared to the current state-of-the-art technique, using equivalent computing time. Using these techniques on a quantum computer, we computed thermodynamic observables for hydrogen, hydrogen deuteride, deuterium, and their isotopic exchange reaction with chemical accuracy, which would not have been possible without these improvements. We anticipate our improvements will serve as a starting point for predicting thermodynamic observables of more complex systems on noisy quantum computers. The improved efficiency in the VQE algorithm facilitated by the new optimizer may also provide benefits in a broad range of quantum computing problems, such as combinatorial optimization, or other problems that can be cast as eigenvalue problems. Furthermore, introducing the benchmark of chemical accuracy to quantum computing will motivate research into enhancing precision as hardware and algorithms are scaled to larger systems.
these molecules, and the enthalpy, entropy, and free energy for their isotopic exchange reaction, H 2 + D 2 2HD. As mentioned above, the first step in computing thermodynamic observables is generating the BOPES for our system, H 2 . To do this, single-point energy calculations of H 2 were performed on a superconducting transmon quantum device (see Methods -Hardware) at selected bond lengths using the STO-3G 20 basis set and a hardware-efficient VQE algorithm 6 . The resulting BOPES was fit to a Morse potential to determine vibrational modes and ameliorate the effect of noise in the calculated BOPES. From this, the translational, rotational, and vibrational partition functions were computed as a function of temperature, and used to compute desired thermodynamic observables. The following describes these steps in detail.
The variational quantum eigensolver
As noted in the introduction, VQE 5 is a hybrid quantum-classical algorithm that is more applicable to noisy quantum computers of the near future than alternative quantum eigenvalue algorithms such as quantum phase estimation. At its core, VQE is simply a minimization of the expectation value E H (ψ) = ψ|H|ψ , where H is some given Hamiltonian and ψ is a quantum state. Note that mathematically E H (ψ) is just the Rayleigh quotient for the Hermitian matrix H ∈ C 2 n ×2 n and the unit vector ψ ∈ C 2 n and one indeed has min ψ∈C 2 n E H (ψ) = min ψ∈C 2 n ψ|H|ψ = φ 0 |H|φ 0 = λ 0 , where λ 0 is the smallest eigenvalue of H and φ 0 is its corresponding eigenvector.
Leveraging the respective strengths of classical and quantum computers, VQE performs the (classicallyexpensive or intractable) expectation value evaluations on a quantum device 21 , and uses a classical optimization algorithm to minimize E H . Furthermore, to make the optimization algorithm classicallytractable, the dimension of the oprimization space is reduced by using a parameterized quantum circuit U : R m → C 2 n ×2 n , as the "ansatz", which maps the low-dimensional space R m to unitary operators U (θ). The VQE algorithm then becomes a (classical) minimization of the (quantum-evaluated) function f : R m → R given by f (θ) = U (θ)ψ 0 |H|U (θ)ψ 0 .
In the above definition, |ψ 0 is some given initial state, which is then modified by the parameterized circuit U . It can simply be the state |0 , or some other quantum state (ideally, closer to the eigenstate φ 0 ) that can be efficiently constructed by a state-preparation circuit U 0
It should be noted that by minimizing f (θ) one computes λ 0 = min θ∈R m f (θ) = min θ∈R m U (θ)ψ 0 |H|U (θ)ψ 0 ≥ min ψ∈C 2 n ψ|H|ψ = φ 0 |H|φ 0 = λ 0 , and equality in the above equation is only achieved if the eigenstate φ 0 has a representation of the form φ 0 = U (θ 0 )ψ 0 for some value θ 0 of the ansatz parameters. This underlines the importance of chosing appropriate ansatz and initial state.
In the results presented here, the variational-form of the ansatz is given by single-qubit R Y rotations interleaved by a series of two-qubit entangling gates 6, 21 , which are better suited to the current hardware than other chemically-inspired ansatze such as the unitary coupled cluster ansatz 22 . The initial state |ψ 0 and Hamiltonian used here are in the particle/hole representation and they have been mapped to qubits using parity mapping. More details on the variational form, particle/hole representation and qubit mapping are discussed in Methods.
The VQE classical optimizer
A core part of the VQE is the classical optimization method and related heuristics. For this work, we developed an optimization procedure incorporating GRAdient descent, Bootstrapping, Epochs, and adaptive Resampling (GRABER). At its core, the GRABER procedure is a stochastic gradient descent method, which utilizes advanced starting point information ("bootstrapping"), accommodates a custom step length schedule ("epochs," to appropriate a term from training neural networks), and adaptively adjusts its estimate of the final energy/objective via resampling. When combined together, bootstrapping, adaptively resampling the energy, and the specific step length schedule that we employ enable our efficient and robust calculation of the electronic energies required for the BOPES. The details are discussed below.
The GRABER procedure is based on stochastic gradient descent method (SGD) with momentum * . Gradients are obtained using the parameter shift rule 23 . Along with evaluation of the objective/energy estimate at the current parameter point, this makes the cost per iteration of the SGD method 2n p + 1 energy evaluations, where n p is the number of ansatz parameters. This cost is justified as "full" gradient information leads to quicker decrease of the energy.
Step lengths decrease to zero with an asymptotic behavior like 1 /k (where k is the iteration count); this is consistent with most convergence theories 24 . The specific step length schedule is to use a step length equal to 1 for the first ten iterations, then decrease it by setting it to 1 /(k − 10), for k > 10.
An adaptive termination condition is used. A window of energy estimates from previous iterations is maintained, and the method monitors convergence to a (region near a) stationary point when the change in the windowed average of objective values is less than some tolerance. In the experiments, we take this tolerance equal to 10 −3 Hartree. This is a heuristic, with no guarantee of convergence in the presence of noise; however, using a window length of four iterations, we see robust performance of the optimizer (i.e., the optimization method converges and avoids hitting an iteration limit).
When the VQE terminates, we have ansatz parameters corresponding to a wavefunction whose energy we need to estimate. Certainly we have evaluated an estimate as part of the optimization procedure; however, depending on the current position on the potential energy surface and what the nuclear coordinates are, this estimate may not be sufficiently accurate. Consequently, one can use the individual circuit shots to estimate a variance σ 2 for the energy estimate following §V.A of Kandala et al. 6 If we were to repeat the energy estimation N times and take the average, this new estimator would have variance σ 2 /N. Consequently, we can ensure that the standard deviation is less than or equal to by taking N = σ 2 / 2 (where · is the smallest integer greater than the argument); assuming normality of this estimator, this gives a high probability (> 68%) that the energy estimate is within of the real value (see Methods -Operator expectation and variance). Again, since the Hamiltonian and thus the estimator and its variance depend on the internuclear distance, so does N , and so the number of repeated samples adapts depending on the location on the BOPES (we refer to this as adaptive resampling). In the experiments, = 10 −3 Ha.
The overall goal is to calculate the electronic energy as a function of internuclear distance in order to obtain the BOPES. Since we expect that the electronic energy landscapes, as a function of the ansatz parameters, at two nearby internuclear distances are similar, we can make the overall calculation of the energies more efficient and consistent by "bootstrapping" the classical optimization at each point along the curve/surface. Specifically, since the ansatz begins with the Hartree-Fock state (in particle/hole representation), which is a reasonable approximation of the state at smaller internuclear distances, we begin the calculation of the electronic energies at the smallest internuclear distance of interest. After the VQE finishes, we have a set of optimal ansatz parameters. Moving to the next smallest internuclear distance, we can use these optimal ansatz parameters as a warm start for the initial point given to the SGD method. * The specific update is
where m 0 = 0, µ ∈ [0, 1) is the momentum parameter, γ k is the step length, and g k is the current gradient estimate. For µ = 0, this reduces to standard SGD. In our experiments, we take µ = 0.5.
In practice, these parameter values are nearly optimal for the new point on the potential energy surface. Combined with the adaptive termination conditions, we can save many iterations of the SGD method. After calculating the whole curve, we repeat this procedure, starting again from the smallest internuclear distance with new random initial ansatz parameters. With three such independent passes, we can throw out outliers at any point along the curve. Bootstrapping, adaptively resampling the energy, and the specific step length schedule are techniques used in various forms in previous studies employing quantum hardware 5, 6, 12, 14, 25, 26 . We believe combining these techniques together enable our efficient and robust calculation of the electronic energies required for the potential energy surface. In Figure 1 , we use classical simulations (including modeled hardware noise) of Figure 1 : Effects of components of classical optimization procedure. The data represents five VQE solutions at each internuclear distance; the lines are the median, while the shaded regions show the variation (minimum to maximum) over these solutions. We plot deviation of the VQE solutions from a baseline (the GRABER method) at various H-H internuclear distances. "GRABER procedure" represents classical simulation results of our quantum experiment (VQE using STO-3G and particle-hole transform; the main difference is that fewer shots -1024 -are used in the simulation here). Its median solution forms the baseline that we compare against. "No bootstrapping, fixed iter. count" shows the effect of using a fixed number of iterations (here, 20 iterations) rather than adaptive termination, as well as ignoring warm-start information. "Different step lengths" shows the effect of using a step length schedule of 1 /k. "No resampling" shows the effect of not repeating the energy estimation and averaging.
our quantum experiments to illustrate the contributions of each aspect of the GRABER procedure. We note that these simulations of the hardware, which include noise, accurately represent the experiments on actual hardware (Figure 2 , shows this). In the figure, the proposed GRABER optimization procedure corresponds to the "GRABER procedure" data. The effects of leaving out various components, like bootstrapping, resampling, and the specific step length schedule, can be seen. In general, omitting any one of these components leads to either a worse (higher) energy calculation somewhere in the potential energy curve, or greater variation across repeated experiments. For instance, "Different step lengths" shows the effect of using a step length schedule of 1 /k, which tends to get trapped in local minima. The effect of adaptive termination is mostly to improve computational time, and is most apparent when it is combined with bootstrapping. In the GRABER procedure experiments, the most number of iterations required for any data point is 20. Fixing the number of iterations to 20 and ignoring warm-start information to obtain the "No bootstrapping, fixed iter. count" results takes about two times longer compared to the GRABER method. Furthermore, even with this extra calculation time, consistent results are not guaranteed, evident from the large peak in the variation near 1.6Å. Only ignoring resampling gives the closest results to the GRABER method; however the variation can be quite large. The maximum value at 0.4Å is off the scale of the figure, at 0.3Ha.
We note that these techniques may be used to improve other classical optimization methods. Indeed, in the following sections, we will compare against results obtained using the simultaneous perturbation stochastic approximation (SPSA) algorithm in place of GRABER. In these results, we also use bootstrapping and adaptive resampling in the same way as described above. However, they are less effective than when employed in the overall GRABER procedure.
Computing thermodynamic observables
As mentioned above, computing thermodynamic observables begins with single point energy calculations. In this case, we use the quantum computer to compute the BOPES, which is simply the electronic energy as a function of bond length. Since the Born-Oppenheimer approximation assumes stationary nuclei, and the charge of the nuclei for H 2 , D 2 , and HD are identical, their BOPESs will also be identical and need only be computed once (their nuclear mass is taken into account when calculating the partition function). The STO-3G basis set with two spin orbitals, the minimum necessary to describe H 2 , was used with the VQE algorithm. This is similar to performing a classical FCI/STO-3G calculation since the VQE algorithm attempts to find the lowest eigenvalue of the complete Hamiltonian, which is the "Full Configuration Interaction" solution to the electronic Schrödinger equation. For this reason, most of the figures compare the quantum computer calculation, with an FCI/STO-3G calculation on a classical computer -if the quantum computer calculation (with the STO-3G basis set) is perfect, the results should coincide exactly with the FCI/STO-3G classical calculation † . Figure 2 shows the BOPES for H 2 computed using the quantum computer and the GRABER or SPSA classical optimizers. Compared to the FCI exact solution, the GRABER optimizer exhibits a mean deviation (across the entire dissociation curve) of 2.15 kcal/mol (max error 5.68 kcal/mol), compared to the SPSA optimizer that had a mean deviation of 267 kcal/mol (max error 402 kcal/mol). In this comparison, we have used roughly the same number of VQE evaluations per point and three points at each bond length. For the SPSA results, we use data obtained from simulations of the quantum hardware with noise, because the long convergence time of the SPSA algorithm made performing these calculations on the actual hardware prohibitive. Note that we would also not expect convergence of SPSA in actual hardware since convergence in the simulation was not achieved. In the figure, we compare results for GRABER using both simulations and actual quantum hardware to show that our simulation protocol is capable of accurately modeling the hardware. The next step in computing thermodynamic observables is typically construction of the Hessian matrix by finite differences, using the quantum harmonic oscillator (QHO) approximation, based on computed single point energies close to the equilibrium bond length. The eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix can then be used to determine the vibrational energy levels. Despite the good agreement between the VQE calculations using GRABER and the FCI/STO-3G calculation, the noise in the quantum computer makes a finite difference-based approach or harmonic fits of the data problematic. In Figure 2 it is clear that fitting a harmonic potential ‡ using the SPSA optimizer produces a fit that differs substantially from the FCI harmonic fit. The GRABER-based harmonic potential fit is much better, but it still diverges from FCI harmonic fit. To achieve the maximum possible accuracy in predicting thermodynamic observables, the potential energy surface used must coincide with the exact solution to the greatest extent possible.
To mitigate this issue, the Morse potential is used as a parameterized potential energy surface (PES) so that the entire dissociation curve can be used to fit the parameters, thus reducing the effect of noise from any one single point energy. The Morse potential is shown in equation 1 where V (r) is the potential energy, which is a function of the interatomic distance, r. The parameters are potential energy well depth, † FCI calculations were performed on a classical computer using the Psi4 software package 27 .
‡ The harmonic potential is V harm (r) = 1 /2kr 2 where r is the bond length, and k is a spring constant. D e , the width of the potential energy well, α, which is related to the force constant between the atoms, and the equilibrium bond length r 0 .
Besides noise mitigation, the Morse potential also has several other advantages compared to the finite difference method. The finite difference method typically employs the QHO approximation, which does not accurately capture the uneven spacing of vibrational energy levels or the anharmonicity present in real molecules, which is accounted for in the Morse potential. The Morse potential also has a defined dissociation energy (related to D e ), which will be important later. Importantly, the Morse potential also has analytical solutions for the vibrational energy levels (equation 2), which facilitates calculation of the vibrational partition function, a necessary next step in calculating thermodynamic properties of molecules.
Here, n is the vibrational energy at energy level n. h is Plank's constant, α and D e are parameters from the Morse potential. ν 0 is the fundamental vibrational frequency, which is related to the reduced mass, m R , and parameters of the Morse potential by equation 3.
The summation in the energy levels is usually computed until the dissociation energy, E diss = D e − n,(n=0) is reached. Therefore the maximum value of n is
where · is the largest integer smaller than the argument. Given this method for calculation of the vibrational energy levels, the partition functions can be computed. Note that in the QHO approximation, the dissociation energy is estimated from the dissociation curve (it is not a fit parameter like the Morse potential). The partition function for a molecule is the product of contributions from translational, rotational, vibrational, electronic, and nuclear degrees of freedom, as shown in equation 5, where V and T are volume and temperature, respectively.
We assume the electronic and nuclear parts of the molecular partition function are unity since nuclear and electronic excited states are not accessible for our system at reasonable temperatures.
Once q(V, T ) has been determined as a function of temperature, the internal energy and Helmholtz (U and A, respectively), can be obtained via differentiation (holding V constant)
where k B is the Boltzmann constant. Once U and A are determined, other relevant thermodynamic observables can be calculated easily 28 § . Next, the procedure to calculate each contribution to the molecular partition function is described. The translational partition function can be calculated classically
where volume, V , is obtained from the ideal gas law, V = k B T /P . The vibrational partition function is computed from the Boltzmann summation of the vibrational energy levels from the PES ( n in equation 2)
In the QHO approximation, the levels are evenly spaced, which is a source of error, since in actuality they have decreasing spacing (which is exhibited by the Morse potential). Also, as mentioned earlier, the dissociation energy is estimated for the QHO PES to truncate this summation. The rotational partition function for HD, a heteronuclear diatomic molecule, is calculated according to equation 10. Here, J is the rotational mode (an integer), and the rotational temperature, Θ r , is
The energy of each rotational mode, rot is
where is the reduced Plank's constant and I M is the moment of inertia at the equilibrium bond length. We can calculate the maximum value for J by limiting the rotational energy level to be less than the dissociation energy:
Note that the rotational partition function depends on the PES via the dissociation energy (limiting the the number of energy levels), and the equilibrium bond length (in the moment of inertia). The method of obtaining the dissociation energy is mentioned above; the equilibrium bond length can be obtained from the PES fit for both the QHO and Morse potentials (i.e., it is the bond length at the minimum energy). However, the rotational partition function of homonuclear diatomic molecules is different from heteronuclear molecules, and was a challenge for early quantum mechanics until coupling of nuclear spin with rotational modes was understood. A detailed explanation of this phenomenon is provided by McQuarrie 28 ; we provide a brief summary here. In essence, since each nucleus of a homonuclear diatomic molecule is an identical particle, if the nuclei are interchanged, the total wavefunction must be symmetric for bosons (integer nuclear spin) or antisymmetric for fermions (half-integer nuclear spin). H 2 has half-integer nuclear spin (D 2 has integer nuclear spin) so the nuclei can have parallel spins or opposite spins, called ortho-H 2 and para-H 2 , respectively. To maintain the correct antisymmetry of the wavefunction for both types of H 2 , the rotational modes that are even couple to opposite nuclear spins (para-H 2 ), and odd modes couple to parallel nuclear spins (ortho-H 2 ). The sum of these two terms is the partition function for the equilibrium mixture of ortho-H 2 and para-H 2 , shown in equation 15 ¶ , where I is the nuclear spin. 
A consequence of the functional form of the rotational partition function for homonuclear diatomic molecules is that the ratio of para-H 2 : ortho-H 2 approaches 1 : 3 as temperature increases, according to the relation
where x para−H 2 is the mass fraction of para-H 2 . In equation 15 this 1 : 3 ratio is reflected in the coefficients of the summations in the third line, which result from substituting the nuclear spin of H 2 (I = 1/2) into the second line. Figure 3 compares several methods to determine the rotational heat capacity of normal-H 2 compared with experimental data. The rotational heat capacity is simply the heat capacity computed using only the rotational part of the partition function ‖ . The FCI calculations show that, for this case, using the Morse potential or QHO potential to compute the rotational partition function and heat capacity are nearly equivalent. However, using quantum hardware (or hardware simulator) results in noise-induced deviations from the exact solution for the PES fit (see also Figure 2 ). This error propagates to the partition function and resulting thermodynamic calculations, causing the deviation from the experimental data and FCI solutions shown in Figure 3 . With SPSA, this error is large for both the Morse and QHO PES. However, the improved single point energy calculations using the GRABER optimizer result in a much closer fit, especially for the Morse potential, which matches experimental data nearly perfectly (and also coincides with the exact FCI solution). Figure 4 shows the constant pressure heat capacity (C p ) as a function of temperature for H 2 , D 2 , and HD, calculated by using the methodology described, above. Experimental data are from NIST 19 . Here, we have taken into account the nuclear spin to rotational coupling for H 2 , D 2 . This is not necessary for HD since the nuclei are not identical.
In the low temperature regime the experimental C p data is best predicted by the hwVQE (Morse GRABER) method (n.b., the red line in Figure 4 representing this calculation overlaps the black FCI (Morse) line almost perfectly, which somewhat obscures it).
In the high temperature limit, the smearing of quantized energy levels into a continuum leads to a convergence in predicted C p for the Morse and QHO PES methods -except for the Morse-SPSA case, which is due to a poor fit due to noisy SPSA data. Also in the high temperature regime, it is apparent that the predicted C p underestimates the experimentally determined values. To determine if this underestimation was the result of the minimal basis set used for most calculations (STO-3G), single point energies were computed every 0.01Å from 0.45 to 5.3Å using FCI/6-311G(3df,2pd). Based on a Morse PES fit of these data, C p was computed -this is the green line in Figure 4 . From this, it is clear that ‖ For normal-H2, the mixture is not at equilibrium and its rotational partition function 31 is therefore GRABER data is from hardware calculations (hw prefix) and SPSA data is a simulation (sim prefix) of the hardware including noise. Also included in green is the calculated C p using a Morse PES from FCI/6-311G(3df,2pd) single point energies.
the FCI/6-311G(3df,2pd)-based method still does not capture the heat capacity perfectly, although it is an improvement compared to FCI/STO-3G. In fact, this is a result of the imperfect description of the real PES by the Morse potential. Figure 5 shows the deviation of the Morse potential fit of single-point energies from the single-point calculations themselves. Compared to FCI/STO-3G (two spin orbitals), FCI/6-311G(3df,2pd) (28 spin orbitals) exhibits less error in the Morse fit compared to the single point energies, which translates into a noticeable improvement in predicted C p in the high temperature regime. However, compared to FCI/6-311G(3df,2pd), increasing the size of the basis set to FCI/aug-cc-pVQZ (92 spin orbitals) leads to nearly identical error with respect to the Morse fit of the single point energies.
These results show that as the size of the basis set increases, there is a limit beyond which the Morse potential fit does not improve; i.e., the functional form of the Morse potential itself is not capable of describing the real PES perfectly. This result is not surprising since development of potentials with additional parameters to improve this disagreement is an active area of research, although they don't usually benefit from having a closed form for their eigenenergies. More general regression methods like Gaussian processes or splines would also suffer from difficult to obtain eigenenergies. Next, thermodynamic observables for the isotopic exchange reaction, H 2 + D 2 2HD were determined. To obtain ∆H rxn , ∆S rxn , and ∆G rxn , the thermodynamic observables for each individual species are determined (by the methods described previously). Then the reaction thermodynamics can be calculated by ∆M rxn = M products − M reactants , where M is a thermodynamic observable -H, S, or G, in this case. Figure 6 shows ∆H rxn , ∆S rxn , and ∆G rxn , as a function of temperature.
∆G rxn is predicted equally well by all methods. However, this is because ∆G rxn = ∆H rxn − T∆S rxn and the magnitude of ∆H rxn is very small compared to the T∆S rxn term. Therfore, this quantity is dominated by the contribution of temperature, which is not a function of our calculations.
For ∆S rxn , all methods converge in the high temperature limit for reasons previously discussed. At low temperatures, both the Morse and QHO PES calculations with the GRABER optimizer agree with experimental data to within about 0.001 kcal/mol. Although the calculations using combinations of Morse-SPSA and QHO-GRABER appear to be a better match to the data, this must be disregarded since in these cases the predictions do not coincide with the exact FCI calculations using the Morse or QHO PES, which implies that any perceived increased accuracy is due to coincidence.
For ∆H rxn despite an offset of about 0.6 kcal/mol compared to NIST data, the Morse potential calculations with the GRABER optimizer best capture the trend of the data (since the offset is small, and relatively constant across the temperature range). Like for ∆S rxn , the results for the SPSA optimizer and QHO PES should be considered coincidence, despite their sometimes close approach to the experimental data.
Although the peak present in ∆H rxn and ∆S rxn at about 150 K is not reflected in the NIST data, this is likely due to the absence of an experimental data point at this temperature. That the calculation captured the rotational heat capacity of norm-H 2 in this temperature range (see Figure 3 ) underpins our assertion that the peak in ∆H rxn is real, and is due to the coupling of nuclear and rotational degrees of freedom, as discussed previously. Nonetheless, it is apparent that chemical accuracy was achieved for all predictions based on inspection of the Figure 6 y-axis scale with respect to the ± 1 kcal/mol limits of this benchmark. Figure 6 : The top, middle, and bottom panels are ∆H rxn , ∆S rxn , and ∆G rxn , respectively. Circles are experimental data from NIST 19 . Red, blue, and black lines represent the GRABER, SPSA, or exact FCI solutions, respectively. Calculations using the Morse are solid lines, the QHO potential uses dotted lines. GRABER data is from hardware calculations (hw prefix) and SPSA data is a simulation (sim prefix) of the hardware including noise.
These findings demonstrate that, compared to experimental results, the techniques described herein enable chemically accurate thermodynamic calculations using noisy quantum computers for the H 2 + D 2 2HD reaction, its components, and their nuclear spin isomers. We anticipate that the method of potential fitting will serve as a starting point to enable accurate thermodynamic predictions using early quantum devices, although additional potential functions will be necessary to capture bending and tortional rotations in larger molecules. The GRABER classical optimizer substantially improves the efficiency of the VQE algorithm, which will have impact in computational chemistry but also in all fields where systems can be cast as eigenvalue problems. Finally, by introducing the benchmark of chemical accuracy, we hope to motivate increases in qubit coherence time and measurement fidelity as larger, more interconnected, quantum computers are constructed and used for computational chemistry.
Methods

Detailed procedure
To provide context for how thermodynamic observables are calculated on a quantum computer, the following provides the step-by-step procedure.
1. Selection of the basis set and list of bond lengths for the H 2 potential energy surface.
2. For each bond length, an initial state, |ψ 0 , is constructed using the Hartree-Fock Hamiltonian and the selected basis set. This was done using PySCF 32 , a quantum chemistry code.
3. This initial state and Hamiltonian is transformed from the Hartree-Fock representation to a particle/hole representation 8 .
This
Hamiltonian is then mapped to a qubit Hamiltonian using parity mapping 33, 34 . For H 2 and the STO-3G basis set, this requires 2 qubits.
5.
Qubit tapering may be used to find symmetries in this Hamiltonian, which may reduce the number of qubits required. Although we have not taken this step, it is described since it will be vital to enable simulation of larger molecules or basis sets.
6. The VQE algorithm is applied using the particle/hole qubit Hamiltonian and a parameterized quantum circuit consisting of the particle/hole representation of the initial state, followed by an R Y ansatz with depth one 6, 21 . This consists of an R Y gate on each qubit, followed by entanglement using controlled-Z gates between each pair of qubits, and a final R Y gate for each qubit. The rotation angle of each R Y gate is tunable, resulting in two parameters for each qubit that can be optimized in the VQE algorithm. During each circuit execution and measurement, measurement error mitigation has been applied to improve the precision of results. The output of the VQE procedure is the single-point energy at the selected bond length.
7. The set of these bond lengths and energies is then used to fit the parameters of the Morse potential.
8. Using these parameters, the partition function is computed as a function of temperature, and the result is used to compute thermodynamic observables.
The particle/hole transformation
Variational quantum algorithms for quantum chemistry require the preparation of suitable trial wavefunctions. The particle/hole transformation in this context provides a better reference trial wavefunction and improves realization of the VQE algorithm 8 . The method is based on transforming the electronic Hamiltonian in the second quantization into the particle/hole picture where the state of the molecular system of interest is parameterized to efficiently explore the sector of the molecular Fock space that contains the desired solution. The electronic Hamiltonian in the particle/hole picture is given by
with r| F |s being the Fock matrix r| F |s = r| h |s + i ( ri| g |si − ri| g |is ), and
where h and g are the one-and two-electron integral operators, respectively. The normal ordering operator N b acts on the particle/hole operators, see 8 for more details.
Qubit tapering
The particle/hole Hamiltonian requires mapping to a qubit Hamiltonian for implementation of the VQE procedure on a quantum computer. For the current near-term quantum devices, the number of physical qubits remains a valuable resource. It is imperative that all possible steps which can reduce the number of qubits required for mapping the problem Hamiltonian onto the quantum hardware must be taken. Here, we describe how to use qubit tapering 9 to reduce the number of qubits required for this calculation. In this case, the qubit requirements for simulating an H 2 molecule may be reduced from two qubits (STO-3G basis) to only one qubit. While we have not used it in the present calculations, it will be a vital step for simulating larger molecules or larger basis sets. It is a well-known fact that standard molecular electronic Hamiltonians conserve the number of particles with fixed spin orientations. This implies that the problem can be effectively described in a subspace of the full Hilbert space with the right number of spin-up and spin-down particles. This reduction in the required Hilbert space is a result of the spin-particle conservation symmetry of the Hamiltonian. Apart from these symmetries, certain molecules also exhibit spatial or geometric symmetries under the operations described by reflections or rotations. On mapping the second quantized representation of the fermionic molecular Hamiltonian to a qubit Hamiltonian by using the well-known encodings like Jordan-Wigner 35 or its variants such as parity encoding 33, 34 and binary tree encodings 33 , the symmetries corresponding to spin-particle number conservation and some geometric symmetries are captured by the Z 2 symmetries of the qubit Hamiltonian 9,36 . The qubit tapering procedure provides us with a systematic way of finding multiple Z 2 symmetries in the qubit Hamiltonian and transforming this Hamiltonian such that one qubit for each Z 2 symmetry can be removed from the description. This is an exact procedure and hence the energy spectrum obtained from the original Hamiltonian and the tapered Hamiltonian is identical. For the mathematical and algorithmic details of how the qubit tapering procedure works please refer to reference 9 .
The qubit tapering procedure not only helps reduce the required qubit count, but it also reduces the depth of the heuristic ansatz required to solve the problem using VQE. The reduced depth of the quantum circuit in turn helps in decreasing the errors incurred due to finite coherence times of the qubits on the near-term devices.
Routines available in Qiskit Aqua 11 can perform qubit tapering on the H 2 Hamiltonian.
Operator expectation and variance
The adaptive resampling used in GRABER depends on the variance of the estimator of the energy, E. The Hamiltonian of interest H is implemented as H = no α=1 h α P α ; thus the true energy H is estimated by
where P α is an estimator of the mean value of the α-th operator defined as
where n s is the number of circuit evaluations (shots) and X i,α is the measurement outcome of the ith circuit evaluation. Since {X i,α : i = 1, . . . , n s } are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables, the central limit theorem applies, and since n s is of the order of magnitude 10 3 to 10 4 , the assumption that P α follows a normal distribution is reasonable. Taking a linear combination of P α to yield H preserves the Gaussian nature, as does further averaging over N independent trials { H j : j = 1, . . . , N } to yield the ultimate estimator E ≡ 1 N N j=1 H j . The estimator of the variance of H is σ 2 , and so we take σ 2 /N as (an estimator of) the variance of E. Taking N = σ 2 / 2 and assuming normality gives the greater than 68% probability that the energy estimate is within of the real value.
Again, see §V.A of Kandala et al. 6 for the formula for σ 2 ; the variance must take into account correlations between estimators for different operators, since the same set of measurement outcomes may be used to evaluate P α and P β (α = β).
Even without assuming normality, we can use Chebyshev's inequality; the energy estimator E is a random variable with mean H and assume its variance is σ 2 /N. Chebyshev's inequality gives
for any real η > 0. Taking η > 1 and N = η 2 σ 2 / 2 guarantees that there is a nonzero probability that the estimator is within of the true mean.
Measurement error mitigation
Upon each VQE iteration, circuits are constructed and executed and measurements of these circuits are performed. To reduce the effect of measurement error, we employed an error mitigation technique implemented in Qiskit Ignis 11, 10 . The technique entails initially constructing a 2 n × 2 n calibration matrix A, where n is the number of qubits in the device of interest, each row represents a basis state prepared in the device, and each column represents a basis state measured from the device after the rows' state preparation. For example, an element at row 6 and column 4 of a 32 × 32-element matrix may represent the number of times a state prepared in |00110 was measured in the |00100 state during this calibration routine. We execute all such preparations and measurements on the quantum hardware as an initial calibration step to prepare the A matrix before any other experiments. Without any measurement or state preparation error, this matrix would equal the identity, as every row basis state would only be measured in its corresponding column basis state. We now want to approximate a transformation M from the measured matrix A to the identity:
So, when we sample results from hardware, we simply multiply our row vector of measured basis state probabilities by A −1 to infer the measurement-mitigated vector. In practice, we use the pseudo-inverse or least squares optimization to find the inverse in case A has 0-valued eigenvalues and cannot be inverted. Note that this method scales exponentially in the number of basis states, but needs only be performed once as an initial device calibration step. 
Hardware
We tested the algorithms in several superconducting quantum hardware and simulation environments. We executed noisy simulations in Qiskit Aer, using default noise models constructed by Aer to represent the quantum devices which follow. We tested on a superconducting transmon quantum device with 5-qubits, called IBM Q Valencia. The topologies of the devices can be found in Figure 8 . We interfaced with these devices through the Qiskit IBM Q Provider API utility, and executed 8192 shots per circuit evaluation. 
